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I. Canadian Production and Marketing
Product Introduction
A Belfast Mini Mill is used to create small batches of high quality processed fibre, from
fibre that is a lower quality with the potential to increase the strength of Nepal’s export market
(Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). The mills created by Belfast can vary in size from just a few machines
to their full product line of over 34 different machines and attachments available (Belfast Mini
Mill, 2009). This system reduces the amount of machinery used, compared to a large industrial
mill, and can create speciality products that can increase demand of fine textiles made in Nepal.
By reducing machinery, this also reduces labour and costs needed to run the mill, and with these
machines, training can be ordered to educate a community on this machinery since it is easy to
use. This paper will be explaining the benefit of producing fibre through a community owned
Belfast mini mill by farmers that own animals for labour that can be used for fibre, or animals
kept for harvesting fibre, in the sole pursuit of processing. As well as explaining the benefit to
Canada when producing and exporting the mill to Nepal.
Product Overview
Belfast Mini Mills produces sixteen different machines, with add ons, that can aid in the
production of various textiles by using small batches of fibre (Belfast Mini Mill). The basic mill
that would be sent to Nepal would include a washer, picker, carder and a rug yarn maker to
create rug yarn as a final product. Without using the rug yarn marker, the wool can be made into
other textile creations (R., 2016). The process for creating rug yarn can be seen in figure 1.
A washer from Belfast as seen in figure 2, is a fibre washing system that potentially can
wash 3 different fibre types or colours that can weigh up to 21 pounds in one system operation

Figure 1: Information from Belfast Mini Mills

Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). Advantages to this washer system
include customizable options such as water levels and cycle
choices when processing different types of fibres to insure a higher
quality and cleaner fibre stock (R., 2016). It includes 8 cycles as
well as an option to customize the amount of soap used depending
on the cleanliness of the fibre to help reduce the price of
production (R., 2016) .
A picker (figure 3) is used on already washed fibre
Figure 2: Washer from Belfast Mini Mill website

after drying has completed, this machine teases out
tangles in the fibre to create a consistent stock, or a
blended fibre stock (R., 2016). By opening the fibre with this
machine it creates a piece of processed fibre which has a
consistent colour and thickness. This machine creates a cloud of
fibre, with no vegetation by vacuuming the fibres before output.
After picking the fibres, conditioning oils are used to soften

Figure 3: Picker from Belfast Mini Mill website

fibres before the next stage begins (R., 2016).
The carder is used to make felts and rug yarn, but another machine can be replaced or
added to create fibres used for another type of textile creation as
seen in figure 4 (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). The carder separates
fibres and aligns them as a continuous web for output, which is
either used to create batts, which is primarily used for felt and rug
making operations, or rovings which can be made into balls of
wool. Since the carder creates a wool with a large diameter,

Figure 4: Carder from Belfast Mini Mill website

another machine can be used to reduce the wool diameter and create a
finer fibre (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009).
The final step is a rug yarn maker (figure 5), this machine
creates core yarn, by wrapping the fibre around a core material
(Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). This core material gives rugs the required
weight to lay flat, as well as longevity and durability. Once the cored
yarn is created it can be made into a rug through
knitting, crocheting, weaving and braiding to create

Figure 5: Rug Yarn Maker from Belfast Mini Mill website

the final product of a rug (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009).
If the mill expands, more machines, or attachments can be shipped over to expand the
mill to create different types of fibre for various uses, or to reduce labour and time while using
the mill (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). Some pieces of machinery have been omitted, since the jobs
can be done by hand, such as drying fibres, winding balls and skeins as well as smaller
machinery has been suggested for ease of shipment (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009).

This product is created at the factory in Belfast, Prince Edward Island, Canada from raw
materials directly from North America, with specifically 75% of materials coming from the
United States, and 25% from Canada (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). Belfast directly employs 22
employees, year round to assist in fibre creation, training, classes, production and maintenance
and regularly sends parts and service employees world wide to service and maintain machines
(Employment Journey, 2015).
Functionality
The size of labour force depends on the amount of fibre produced daily, Belfast suggests 2
people process 20 pounds of fibre a day (Belfast Mini Mills, 2009). The complete price of this
four piece system is approximately $70,500 USD without shipping and taxes, this machinery can
be used year-round and can be used by a community to make the price more realistic (R., 2016).
With the washer costing $11,000 USD, the picker costing $8,000 USD, carder costing $45,000
USD and finally the rug yarn maker costing $6,500 USD (R., 2016). The inputs directly required
are labour, soap, fibre conditioner, fibre, a core substance for the rug yarn maker, maintenance
and space (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). Indirectly the mill needs land to raise or grow the fibre
producer on, feed and healthcare available to the animals when needed or fertilizer and pesticide
for crops, as well as the labour and machines to clip the animals or harvest the crop. The market
opportunity would be present in an agricultural community, where a group of farmers would
purchase a share of the mill to use to create processed fibres or their own rugs. This product will
not be purchased by one farmer, or a small group of farmers because of the high price. But the
high price is worth it since both the finished product of a rug or the processed wool are both

viable export options. Farmers can use fibres from animals that work on the farm, or create an
additional investment of other animals and plants.
Benefits to Canada
The benefits to Canada can be seen on a mainly economic level from Belfast Mini Mill.
Belfast provides a buisness model that is values local products and employees many people
within north america (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). Their machine shop is located in Belfast, Prince
Edward Island in Canada and they use only materials from North America (75% from the United
States, 25% From Canada). They employe 22 people year round and with this expansion they
could increase their workforce and hire more Canadians to with the export and set up (Mackay,
2014). In their expansion to Asia, they can provide many of the options they give to local mill
operators in Nepal, with the help of a translator, which would an additional set up cost (Belfast
Mini Mills, 2009). They provide training in a very hands-on way, after set up the employees of
Belfast can begin their training regime. Belfast’s training includes, instruction on set up, training
in the operation of the mill in terms of processing, maintenance and safety. After a few months, a
representative comes back and answers questions and reviews the processing technique being
used (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009). Within every step of this training, hours can be logged for a
translator and technician or a technician that speaks nepali.
If this mill becomes a popular item in the asian market, there is a potential to expand to
accommodate this increase in business. This can be in the expansion of their warehouse, which
would create more Canadian jobs for production of a bigger building, or a second building. As
well if the market is expanded enough, there could be a need for a training building be set up
somewhere accessible for the asian market. The coordinating, set up, and jobs created can be for

Canadians, and you can have people processing fibre for a price per ounce or pound for a more
profitable endeavour.
II. Functionality and Resources for Export Success into Nepal
Introduction to Nepal
Nepal is a land locked country between China and India with a population of
approximately 29 million people (CIA, 2016). 28.8% of their land is used for agriculture which
has contributed to 29.4% of their GDP. Their land is made up of flat plains in the south, with a
central hilled region and the himalayan mountains in the northern part of the country. Their
climate ranges from extremes of severe winters and cool summers in the north with warm
summers and mild winters in the south (CIA, 2016).
Nepal has a strong export value of $382 Million USD of textile exports yearly (OEC,
2014). Within this $382 Million export in 2014, $65 Million of this is used for carpets of wool
and fine knotted animal hair, this sector has the largest stance in the export market with 6.1%.
With the total export market of $1.06B f, Nepal’s top export destinations are India, the United
States and China (OEC, 2014).
Transportation
Transportation of this product will include both sea and land transportation, from the
place of manufacturing in Belfast, Prince Edward Island, Canada to Kathmandu, Nepal. This
product will be shipped in a 20’ sea container from Belfast, Prince Edward Island to Kolkata,
India to their port, where shipping will have to be separately arranged to the destination in Nepal
(BNSF, 2016). Since this product will be used for a community of people, the location has not
been confirmed, so further shipping is required outside of the provided quote. From Kolkata,

India to Kathmandu, Nepal, the trip would be about 2,000 km round trip, since containers must
be returned to Kolkata at the shippers expense
(BNSF, 2016).
This quote is based on one 20’ sea
container of Agricultural Machinery and
Equipment which is classified as non
hazardous cargo (BNSF, 2016). This quoted
rate is subject to alterations, space, booking,
sailing and empty container equipment
Figure 6: Information from personal communications with
BNSF logistics

availability. The cargo being transported is
subject to acceptance by ocean carrier, additional
fees from arrival vessel,
Indian duty, taxes, waiting
time, or any other auxiliary
fees. The shipper is
responsible to load, stow,
block and brace all cargo
inside the container, with two

Figure 7: Information from Belfast Mini Mills

hours allowed to load the materials onto
the sea container. The cargo must be suitable for ocean transportation, with proper export
packaging (meeting ISPM 15 standards) and moisture protection used. A Bill of Lading must be
provided, and a commercial invoice signed by supplier, which shows the value, quantity and full

description of goods, weights, measurements and details of packing specifications, with all
necessary information filled out. If this container includes a sample, or any raw wool, it must
have a minimum length of 10 cm, with a thickness of no more than 38 microns, with additional
documentation included a health certificate and a test certificate from an authorized agency to
clear customs (BSNF, 2016).
Calculation of Charges
Price (USD)

Description

$2,975.00 Ocean Freight for a 20’ sea container ‘Free on Truck’ door Belfast, PEI to arrival
at port of Kolkata, India
$200.00 EBAF per 20’ container
$75.00 Ocean Carrier Documentation Fee
$15.00 ISPS per 20’ container
$150.00 VGM/Solas per container extra, if and when required
$95.00 Export Handling Fee per 20’ container
$125.00 Export Clearance Fee per 20’ container if not handled by exporter
$3635.00 TOTAL
Figure 8: All information received from personal communication with BNSF logistics

The final price dictated in figure 1 of $3635.00 USD does not include marine insurance,
or any consular, courier or associated fees (BNSF, 2016). This final price is for the shipment
using the weekly service to Halifax with transhipment in Singapore to India, in total this
transportation will be 39 to 41 days approximately, with Kolkata’s standard demurrage providing
5 free days of storage before being shipped to Nepal (BNSF, 2016).

Cost Analysis
To make this machinery profitable, it would have to be owned by a community or a large
organization, because of the price and transportation costs. A large organization could purchase
the machinery, then look for shares taken within the machinery or charge on a per use, per
pound, or a commission basis for the finished product. If this product was purchased in a
community or by a large group of farmers, it would be located in a central location, with use by
all that paid for a share of the machinery. This method could create a large amount of similar
fibre, to reach and supply a potential demand of product if it is created. In both cases, people can
be hired and educated on producing fibre, or the farmers can be educated on this. Therefore jobs
would be created in Canada for Belfast Mini Mills to hire someone to educate the farmers, or
potential employees on the use of these machines. As well as potentially other members of the
community to create rugs, run the machines, or to collect the fibre.
To increase profitability, labour animals that create a thick winter coat should be sheared,
or a group of farmers can own a flock of a fibre producing animals or crop over one plot of land,
to decrease the amount of individual labour to take care of individual animals or the additional
investment of a fibre producing animals or crop.
Ways to reduce the total cost over time, is to include parts that become worn out quickly
the first container. The cost of shipping the container would not change, but over time when
these parts break, the individual shipping of these products could be larger than the price of the
part itself. Since there is a large amount of space above the machinery and in front of the crates,
they could include larger items, and items to start production, as well as parts that need to be
replaced on a regular basis.

Benefits to the Importing Nation
The benefits to the importing nation can be seen expanding this export market, and
creating this resource into an export that can be controlled by producers. One advantage to this
mill would be the increase of shearing, which in turn, creates higher quality fibre, with less need
for processing (McGregor and Butler, 2007) In a study performed in 2007, on mohair production
was analyzed with the frequency of shearing, increased shearing led to a lower staple tip size, as
well as more frequent shearing showing less entanglement with the staple fibres free and no
attachments present. As well the yield of clean fleece increased by 150g every extra shearing
completed, with 6mm more length in staple strands, as well as a 0.32 nanometre increase in
average fibre diameter (McGregor and Butler, 2007). By providing this mill, the frequency of
shearing could increase since it would be more accessible then large scale production, therefore
yielding more fibre and in turn more profit.
Another benefit to this mill is that the increased labour can provide jobs. For example you
can have an employee trained in working and fixing machines working full time where the mill
is set up if the community is large enough. This employee could work part time on the machines,
and have another source of income or work full time at the mill if the group using the mill
creates a high enough demand. As well the processed fibre can create jobs for it to made into a
textile, there are currently jobs for this, but if more farmers use the mini mill and shear more
frequently there will be a rise in processed fibre to be made into carpets or other textiles.
With this mill, since it creates such small batches of fibre, the quality is much higher
compared to factory mills. As well compared to hand processing fibre, it is quicker and easier to
process with a more uniform blend and size. Since the fibre will be a better quality, more demand

could be seen with the increase of export, and a flood of this product onto the market. A study
completed by Gwendolyn Hustvedt and John Bernard conducted a study in 2008 on the whether
consumers would pay for more sustainable appeal based on fibre origin and production. This
study found that the value of organic fibre is 50 cents more than non-GMO fibres and their value
of $1.35 (Hustvedt and Bernard, 2008). Tapping into this niche market can help make this fibre
production system become more profitable for farmers and can provide a greater benefit to Nepal
Disadvantages to the Importing Nation
Though this system seems ideal, this system can hurt various portions of Nepal such as
the current manual labourers that process fibre. With this mill, the jobs will not be able to match
the previous amount of jobs needed. Also flooding the market with this product, could devalue it,
especially over a long period of time.
Fibre Producing Sources
Belfast cites many sources as viable fibre sources such as alpacas, llama, camel, yak,
goats, sheep, buffalo, dog and cat breeds, long staple cotton as well as hemp and flax (Belfast
Mini Mills).
In Nepal, Buffalo, Sheep and Goats are animals that currently have a livestock population
in the agriculture industry that can be used for fibre production as well (Government of Nepal,
2012). buffalo, sheep and goats are a combined 15 million head in the various regions of Nepal.
Since the number of head for buffalo, sheep and goats is increasing at a notable amount, the
amount of fibre available should be increasing in coming years. The population of Yak, Nak, and
Chauri’s is 70,165 head and can provide a viable amount of fibre as well (Government of Nepal,
2012).

In Nepal, the cash crop sector also can fund the fibre industry. In the various regions of
Nepal, during the growing season of 2011/2012, 14,424 metric tons of jute was produced as well
as 133 metric tons of cotton (Government of Nepal, 2012). Though some of this commodity is
used for export and milling fibres on a larger scale, this data shows that the land in Nepal is
viable to grow these types of fibre. Therefore if there was an added interest in adding more types
of fibre to this system, this would be a realistic way, as well as raising other types of animals that
aren’t currently used in typical agricultural practices.
Cost Comparison
Through research, there are no notable small scale mills within India or China for
competition. The market is assumed to be filled with larger scaled mills, since both India and
China manufacture large amounts of product to reduce cost.
Belfast Mini Mill is the only large provider of a smaller scale mill within Canada, with
only one notable piece of competition in the United States. The other large producer of small
scale mill production is in East Jordan Michigan, called Stonehedge Fiber Mill (Stonehedge
Fiber Mill). Stone hedge Fiber Mill only provides a carder, picker and a rug yarn maker and
lacks a fibre washer that Belfast produces. Their equipment are larger in size and appear to be
less prevalent in this market compared to Belfast Mills. The cost of a carder from this company
is $59,400 USD, a picker costs $10,865 USD and a rug yarn maker costs $7,700 USD
(Stonehedge Fiber Mill, Personal Communication, 2016). In total this system costs $77,965
USD, which is $7,465 USD more than the Belfast Mini Mill without a washer (Stonehedge Fiber
Mill, Personal Communication, 2016 and R., 2016). In figure 9 you can see the comparison of
the prices.

Picker (USD)

Carder (USD)

Rug Yarn Maker (USD)

Belfast Mini MIll

$8000

$45000

$6500

Stonehenge Fiber Mill

$10865

$59400

$7700

Difference
(Increase of Stonehenge
prices)

$2865

$14400

$1200

Figure 9: Information consolidated from personal communications with Stonehenge fiber mill and Belfast mini mill

When looking at sheep wool, in 2011 and 2012 Nepal's population of 807,267 sheep
produced 587,017 kg of wool (Government of Nepal, 2012). If half of that total wool was
processed within a Belfast Mini Mill it can be compared to other milling systems. In figure 10
there is a comparison of various fibre processing companies and locations for processing fibre
into rug yarn production as well as rovings.
Mill and Location

Rug Yarn Production/ lb (US$)

Roving / lb (US$)

Freelton Fibre Mill
Freelton, ON

16.17

12.04

America’s Natural Fireworks
Somerville, OH

16.00

19.00

Stramba Farms
Wampum, PA

15.00

18.00

Vermont Fibre Mill
Brandon, VT

22.00

15.00

Ranch of the Oaks
Lompoc, CA

20.50

17.00

Round Barn Fibre Mill
Durand, IL

24.00

15.00

Blue Mountains Farm
Harrisburg, PA

20.00

15.00

Average

19.10

15.86

Figure 10: Comparison of Fiber processing fees and locations, for sheep wool, information
from each company listed. Using average USD to CAD exchange rate in 2015

With an approximation of 657,459 pounds being processed, if half of the wool collected was
processed with a Belfast Mini Mill, the cost of processing 1 pound of wool, including only the
cost of the machine would be 10.6 cents. In order to have the wool being processed with a new
system be cheaper than sending the fibre to an outside company, more than 3665 pounds of
sheep’s wool needs to be processed within a year. But this only attributes to 0.3% of the wool
sheared as a country (Government of Nepal, 2012). But once other animal fibres are added, this
mill will be much less inexpensive even if a full time employee is employed at Nepal’s minimum
wage of $92 USD a month (Library of Congress, 2016). To accommodate a minimum wage of
$1104 US /year, you would only have to process 3,723 pounds of sheep wool to make it more
economical viable to own a Belfast Mini Mill. (Library of Congress, 2016).
In terms of transportation, this quote of a 20’ sea container from BNSF of $3635.00 USD
from Belfast, PEI to Kolkata, India is a reasonable transportation cost (2016). This is in
comparison to the sea freight from Halifax to Kolkata, India quoted by A1 freight forwarding of
$4398.74 USD (2016). The difference between these quotes is seen as a more thorough
evaluation of charges and insurances by BNSF, and a lack of land transportation by A1 freight
forwarding. As well, this product having it’s own container with BNSF can be advantageous
when unloading and completing land transportation in India since the container would not have
to be disassembled.

Recommendations
To create a mill that is more ideal for nepalese farmers, a recommendation would be to
develop a smaller mill, and less expensive mill. Since most of Nepalese farming is done by hand,
a machine that could provide a similar quality of product without electricity by using a hand
crank or a similar manual labour source would be more ideal for this farming community. This
can be seen since 6,600,000 people are without electricity and only 72% of rural areas have
accessibility to electricity (CIA, 2016). Though the advantages of this system outweigh the
advantages for a more manual system, this community would adjust better to a system where less
electricity was used and the process is similar to what they would use currently. As well, wiring
for this mill or paying for the electricity used to run this machinery would be very expensive, as
it would need to be accessible to farmers. If the mill was set up away from the farming
community and towards the city where it would be easier to set up an electrical system, it would
be used less, making it less profitable. In turn I still believe that Belfast Mini Mills would be the
best company to execute this alternative design since they can help to create this custom
machinery (Belfast Mini Mill, 2009).
But with the increase of accessible technology this system could be seen as a new
opportunity to modernize the farming industry in Nepal. Though a small unit would be easier to
use, store, transport and set up, the area for this mill can be created if enough farmers group
together to purchase this mill. An added investment if farmers were looking to modernize would
be more resources, stronger electricity and ventilation systems within the working environment.
In turn this can be a more attractive idea then reverting to manual machines.

Contact Information to the Companies Cited
Belfast Mini Mills
Richard - richard@minimills.net
1820 Garfield Rd.
Belfast, PE C0A 1A0
PH: 1-902-659-2533
Stone Hedge Fiber Milling Equipment
Deb McDermott - deb@stonehedgefibermill.com
2246 Pesek Rd.
East Jordan, MI 49727
1-231-536-2779
BNSF
Werner Mahncke - werner.machncke@bnsflogistics.com
701 Evans Avenue, Suite 909
Toronto, ON M9C 1A3 Canada
PH: 1-416-948-0964 FAX: 1-416-620-7600
A1 Freight Forwarding
PO Box 20029
Southbrook PO
Maple, ON L6A 4M4
PH: 1-905-499-2710 FAX: 1-905-581-0180
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